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Abstract: Maintaining engagement is challenging in human–human interaction. When disengagements
happen, people try to adapt their behavior with an expectation that engagement will be regained.
In human–robot interaction, although socially interactive robots are engaging, people can easily
drop engagement while interacting with robots. This paper proposes a multi-layer re-engagement
system that applies different strategies through human-like verbal and non-verbal behaviors to regain
user engagement, taking into account the user’s attention level and affective states. We conducted
a usability test in a robot storytelling scenario to demonstrate technical operation of the system as
well as to investigate how people react when interacting with a robot with re-engagement ability.
Our usability test results reveal that the system has the potential to maintain a user’s engagement.
Our selected users gave positive comments, through open-ended questions, to the robot with this
ability. They also rated the robot with the re-engagement ability higher on several dimensions,
i.e., animacy, likability, and perceived intelligence.
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1. Introduction and Background

Socially interactive robots are designed to interact with people by perceiving the complex
surrounding environment and expressing verbal and nonverbal behaviors using speech, facial
expressions, paralanguage, and body language [1,2]. These robots are expected to be present in
many domestic applications including education [3,4], healthcare [5–9], and museum guidance [10,11]
due to their abilities to engage, entertain, and enlighten people [1]. These social abilities enable the
robots to be perceived as trusting, helpful, reliable, and importantly, engaging [12], which are essential
traits for a harmonic human–robot coexistence and an effective human–robot interaction (HRI) [13].

Although robots with social abilities can provide engaging interactions with people, maintaining
engagement with different kinds of users is important but challenging [14–16]. For example, people
interacting with robots ‘in the wild’ can disengage with the robots at any time compared to in-laboratory
settings [15]. In child–robot interactions, many authors found that children’s social engagement
gradually declines as time progresses e.g., [17–19]. There are different factors influencing people’s
engagement while interacting with robots. Moshkina et al. [20] found that people are engaged with
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robots in public places if the robots produce human-like actions and social cues. Ivaldi et al. [21] found that people’s personality influences the tendency and the length of human–robot conversation in assembly tasks. Kuno et al. [22] and Sidner et al. [23] discovered that a robot’s gaze heightened human–robot engagement. Yamazaki et al. [24] found that coordination of verbal and non-verbal actions in the robot affects visitor engagement at museums and exhibitions. Corrigan et al. [25] suggested that users’ perceptions of the robot’s characteristics (e.g., friendliness, helpfulness, and attentiveness) might lead to sustained engagement with both the task and robot in task-oriented human–robot interactions. Therefore, human–robot interaction should not follow pre-defined sequences and the robot should apply re-engagement strategies.

In human–human interaction (HHI), people tend to adapt their behavior in different ways when disengagements happen. For example, when students do not focus in class, a teacher might raise their voice or verbally ask to get students’ attention. Or in retail, a sale-person may try to emphasize certain words or perform arm gestures to bring customers back to the conversation. Although these strategies obviously do not work all the time and with all people, there is an expectation that engagement will be regained. Some studies in HRI have attempted to apply human strategies to improve people’s engagement in human–robot interaction, mainly in maintaining conversation. The first strategy is generating human-like behaviors. Sidner et al. [26] created an engaging robot by mimicking human conversational gaze behavior in collaborative conversation. Bohus and Horvitz [27] explored the use of linguistic hesitation actions (e.g., “uhm”, “hmm”) to manage conversational engagement in open-world, physically situated dialog systems. The second strategy is adapting robot behaviors to the user’s affective states. Ahmad et al. [16] showed that emotion-based adaptation is the most effective way to sustain social engagement during long-term children-robot interaction. Chan and Nejat [28] implemented a method to promote engagement in cognitively stimulating activities taking into account user’s affective states. In child–robot interaction, Mubin et al. [29] also suggested using user state adaptation to sustain engagement. Leite et al. [30] found that including empathy is beneficial for children’s long-term engagement with robots.

In this paper, we present the development of a re-engagement system for socially interactive robots to investigate people’s reactions when interacting with a robot with re-engagement ability. The system is developed by combining two re-engagement strategies analyzed above and encapsulating these behaviors in a multi-layer behavior system organization. We aim at a compact implementation so that the system is easy to customize and set up when operating in public spaces—especially for non-technical operators. Therefore, we implemented the system on SoftBank Robotics Pepper humanoid robot, one of the first mass-produced personal and service robots [31]. Moreover, the system uses only built-in sensors to measure the user’s engagement and affective states without external sensory devices. The robot control structure is available for researchers to adopt the system framework for other targeted applications.

The system is demonstrated through a usability test in a robot storytelling scenario following a five-user usability engineering approach [32–34]. In storytelling, one side talks significantly more than the other. Therefore, the scenario can trigger a lot of disengagement moments for the re-engagement system to perform its functionalities, especially when the story is unfamiliar with the listeners [35]. We compare user perception, engagement, and performance when people interact with a robot using re-engagement strategies to those interacting with a robot without this ability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system development and system implementation on the Pepper robot. The system usability test is demonstrated in Section 3. Our conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. System Development

Our system helps robots produce social and task-based behaviors with a re-engagement ability during human–robot interaction, taking into account the user’s engagement and affective states.
This information influences the robot’s internal affective state, which is used to trigger different re-engagement strategies.

2.1. Design Principles

Our design principles are derived from the system requirements, i.e., generating human-like behaviors, adapting robot behaviors to the user’s affective states, and obtaining a compact implementation. First, the robot control system architecture is organized in layers in order to generate different types of behaviors (task-based and social) [36–39]. Depending on the user’s affective states, the robot can switch between behavior layers to maintain an effective human–robot interaction. Second, behavior layers are modular for the ease of prioritizing human-like actions in each layer and increasing the ability to customize or improve the control system. Finally, the implemented robot, selected sensors, and sensory interpretation methods should be selected in favor of obtaining a compact implementation.

2.2. System Architecture

The system architecture was designed following the multi-layer behavior organization approach. The information processing model is shown in Figure 1, in which environmental information gathered by the perceptual system (e.g., touch, sound, and vision) is used to vary the robot’s internal affective state and to produce abstract behaviors (social and task-based). These behaviors are executed on the robot platform by the actuation system. System architecture components are explained in the following subsection.

The system architecture is designed for general purpose applications and independent of the implemented robot platform, sensors, and interaction scenario. Therefore, numerical values of behavior parameters are decided and tuned during the implementation process (see Section 2.4).

2.3. System Architecture Components

2.3.1. Internal Affective System

This subsystem computes the robot’s internal state allowing the robot to behave as a personal character. The output of this system is used to produce the robot’s affective behaviors, e.g., adapting speech and gestures. It is worth mentioning that as a personal character, the robot (through the behavior generation system, Section 2.3.2) decides to express affective behaviors when it is necessary.

The robot’s internal state is influenced by two parameters, i.e., user’s attention and user’s affective state. User’s attention strongly depends on the user’s gaze, compared to speech and facial expression. In fact, gaze is the most used factor to access engagement in human–robot communication studies [40,41]. User’s affective state includes mood, from negative to positive, and emotional
expressions (e.g., happy, sad, angry, and surprised). The robot’s internal affective value \( R_{\text{affect}} \) is calculated as follows,

\[
R_{\text{affect}}(t) = \alpha_{\text{attention}} U_{\text{attention}} + \alpha_{\text{mood}} U_{\text{mood}} + \alpha_{\text{emotion}} U_{\text{emotion}}
\]

where \( \alpha_{\text{attention}} \), \( \alpha_{\text{mood}} \), and \( \alpha_{\text{emotion}} \) are the influences of the user’s attention \( U_{\text{attention}} \), mood \( U_{\text{mood}} \), and emotion \( U_{\text{emotion}} \), on the robot’s affective state respectively. These influences depend on the types and intensities of the events. If the user is paying attention to the robot or having a positive affective state (e.g., happy), these events will positively influence the robot’s affective state, as the robot is performing well in getting the user’s engagement. Consequently, the robot’s internal affective state does not simply mimic the user’s affective state but allows the robot to behave as an independent character.

2.3.2. Behavior Generation System

This system allows the robot to generate human-like behaviors (social and task-based). The system is designed following the three-layer behavior organization approach widely used in behavioral psychology, i.e., reaction–attention, deliberation, and reflection [36–39].

- The reaction–attention layer generates social behaviors, e.g., gazing, eye blinking, and micro-motions. These behaviors are similar to reflexes in neurological perspectives, and they allow the robot to react instantly to external stimuli and create the illusion of the robot being alive [42–44].
- The deliberation layer generates task-based behaviors. When the user is engaged with the interaction, this layer generates behaviors following the interaction script, e.g., a story, a lesson, or a guidance. When disengagements occur, the system attempts to apply three levels of re-engagement strategies. We adopted re-engagement strategies from human communication literature as summarized by Richmond et al. [45]). However, since human strategies are highly abstract, previous HRI studies used different ways to (partially) translate these strategies into programmable rules (e.g., [46–50]).
- The reflection layer evaluates behaviors decided by the lower layers and might change behavior planning if found not proper, e.g., ethically unacceptable. Due to the required complexity and the scope of the system development, this layer is not implemented.

The core component of the behavior generation system is the behavior selection in the deliberative layer. This whole process is summarized in Algorithm 1. Levels of re-engagement behaviors are selected according to the user’s attention level. When the user’s attention drops from a fully engaged level to lower ones (i.e., slightly low, moderately low, or significantly low), the noticeability of attention reminders gradually increases by adding different features to script-based behaviors. Specifically, level 1 includes small pausing movements when attention is slightly lost. This can be done by adding a short neutral gesture or a small pause in speech of the current script-based behavior. These pausing movements act as gentle attention reminders. If the user’s attention drops to level 2, attention reminders are more noticeable by adapting robot speech with filled pauses (or hesitation markers) e.g., “uhm”, “ehem” or with emphasized tone (speaking style). If the attention drops significantly to level 3, the robot pauses the script-based interaction and asks different kinds of questions (e.g., “Did you hear what I just said?”, “What did I just say?”). A small off-script chatting creates the chance that the user will be more aware of the ongoing interaction. After engagement is regained, the behavior generation system resumes performing script-based behaviors.
Algorithm 1: Behavior generation mechanism in the deliberation layer. Specific numerical values of parameters (e.g., attention levels, movement speed, and speech) are chosen based on the implemented robot platform and sensors

**Input**: User’s attention
- Robot affective state
- Interaction script
- Re-engagement strategies

**Output**: Deliberative behavior

```plaintext
while not at end of Interaction script do
  from Interaction script get current behavior;
  switch User’s attention do
    case engaged do
      perform current behavior;
    end
    case Level 1: slightly low do
      adapt current behavior with pause of movement;
      perform current behavior with Robot affect;
    end
    case Level 2: moderately low do
      adapt current behavior with speech connectors and filled pauses;
      adapt current behavior with emphasize while speaking;
      perform current behavior with Robot affect;
    end
    case Level 3: significantly low do
      // Pause Interaction script
      while User’s attention is significantly low do
        perform ask questions with Robot affect;
      end
      // Resume Interaction script
    end
  end
  go to next step in Interaction script;
end
```

The intensity of re-engagement behaviors depends on the robot’s affective state. For example, speech parameters (i.e., speed, pause, and volume) are adapted to the robot’s affect value throughout the three levels of re-engagement. When the interaction begins, the robot’s affective state is positive. Therefore, it talks with a default style, speed, and volume. During the interaction, if the robot’s affect becomes negative, the robot can speak more slowly (i.e., a lower speed and longer delays/pauses between sentences) to passionately raise awareness of disengagement. Depending on which personality the robot is assigned, the speech volume might be increased to passionately insist on attention or decreased to express sympathy. From the different methods of adapting speech parameters ($S_i$) to the robot’s internal state (for a review see [51]), we adopt a linear interpolation approach that was used in previous work due to its intuitiveness and low computational complexity (e.g., [52–54]). Following this approach, speech parameters ($S_i$) are calculated based on their minimum and maximum values as follows.
where $\gamma_{\text{speed}}$, $\gamma_{\text{pause}}$, and $\gamma_{\text{volume}}$ define how strongly each of the speech parameters is influenced by the robot’s affect.

2.4. System Implementation

The system was implemented on the Pepper robot of SoftBank Robotics using Python NAOqi SDK and Choregraphe (the software and desktop application that are used to create a robot’s behaviors from basic to complex actions). Unlike studies using external devices to access the user’s engagement and affective states, our system runs completely on a Pepper robot using the robot’s sensors (2D and 3D cameras) with built-in sensory interpretation methods to understand user’s behavior. All functions of the system i.e., sensing, decision-making, and executing, are managed by NAOqi API (Application programming interface). e.g., ALGazeAnalysis, ALMood, ALFaceCharacteristics, ALAnimatedSpeech, ALSpeakingMovement, ALAutonomousLife (for the reaction–attention system).

2.4.1. Compact Implementation

Figure 2 shows our developed software containing Choregraphe built-in boxes for sensing and developed Python boxes for different computations. The system is modular since the code of each system component was developed in a separate Choregraphe box. This allows complex algorithms to be developed while keeping the software structure intuitive and understandable. The interaction scenario is scripted in a separate text file and independent from the behavior generation. A log file is created and stored in the robot’s internal folder for analysis purposes.

The software was packed and run completely on the Pepper robot platform.

The software can be packed and run completely on the robot platform without installing external dependencies or setting up external sensory devices. The robot control structure is accessible through our GitHub project at https://github.com/hoanglongcao/Pepper-Re-engagement (subject to update). Since there are no rigid rules in human communication strategies, developers can adapt the structure or implement more strategies for their targeted applications.

2.4.2. System Parameters

As mentioned in the design principles and system architecture design in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, the numerical values of system parameters are chosen based on the implemented robot platform (Pepper), sensors (Pepper built-in sensors), and the interaction scenario.
The robot’s affect is calculated from the user’s attention, mood, and emotion. In this implementation, we consider that these elements contribute equally to the robot’s affect \( a_{\text{attention}} = a_{\text{mood}} = a_{\text{emotion}} \). The user’s attention is retrieved by checking the ALMemory key PeoplePerception/Person/<ID>/LookingAtRobotScore \((0, 1)\) using ALGazeAnalysis API. The user’s mood is retrieved by ALMood, which returns three possible values, i.e., positive, neutral, negative. The user’s emotion is calculated based on the user’s facial expression (i.e., neutral, happy, surprised, angry, or sad) and its intensity \((0, 1)\). These values are retrieved by reading the ALMemory key PeoplePerception/Person/<ID>/ExpressionProperties using ALFaceCharacteristics API. Since each facial expression (or emotion) influences the robot’s affect to a different extent, a correction factor \( \beta_i \) is added for each emotion intensity \( \beta_{\text{happy}} = 1, \beta_{\text{sad}} = 1/2, \beta_{\text{angry}} = \beta_{\text{surprised}} = 1/3 \). The robot’s affect value is normalized \((0, 100\%)\) after adding up values of the contributed elements with their influenced values.

Speech parameters are then adapted to the calculated robot’s affect value either positively or negatively. The influences of the robot’s affect on numerical speech parameters (i.e., speed, pause, and volume) are selected to be equal \( \gamma_{\text{speed}} = \gamma_{\text{pause}} = \gamma_{\text{volume}} = 1\). Maximum and minimum values of these numerical parameters are selected empirically. For speech style, we selected the ‘accented’ style \( (\textbf{emph}=2\textbf{}) \) when emphasized voice is needed.

3. System Usability Test

We conducted a usability test in which users interact with the Pepper robot in a storytelling scenario to demonstrate the system technical performance and its ability to regain a user’s attention during interaction. For this purpose, we follow a five-user usability engineering approach that can reveal 85% of the usability functionalities and problems [32–34]. We selected a storytelling scenario with a story about social robots and their applications. When storytelling comes with an unfamiliar topic, the story is more difficult to tell and listeners enjoy the story less than a familiar topic [35]. Therefore, this scenario can create more user disengagements and give space for the system to perform its functionalities as well as problems.

3.1. Users

We recruited ten people from different backgrounds including six men and four women. Their ages ranged from 22 to 34 years old \( (M = 27.5, SD = 3.4) \). All users did not have prior experience with robots. Figure 3 shows our system usability setup, in which a user sits in front of a robot. A camera was used to record the interaction.

3.2. Usability Testing Design

We designed a \( 2 \times 1 \) between-user usability test, in which our selected users are divided randomly into two groups. Each group consists of five users for usability testing, which aims at showing most of the system functionalities and problems [32–34].

In the first group, users interact with a Pepper robot with the re-engagement mode activated i.e., activated condition. In the second group, the re-engagement mode was deactivated i.e., deactivated condition. The interaction scenarios are the same in the two groups.

Since all users are not familiar with robots, they might have high levels of interest in interacting with the robot at the beginning. However, this issue is consistent between the two groups. More importantly, the selected story about social robots and applications is lengthy and unfamiliar. This story would possibly create disengagements throughout the usability test duration.
3.3. Interaction Procedure

We asked the selected users to sign a consent form and gave them a brief introduction about the usability test before interacting with the robot. The robot first introduced itself and followed this by giving information about social robots and their applications. Afterward, users were asked to answer a post-test questionnaire about the information given by the robot, their perceptions of the robot, and open questions about their impressions and interaction experience with the robot. Finally, users were compensated with small gifts for their time. The entire session lasted about ten minutes.

3.4. Open Questions and Quantitative Measurements

We asked three open questions to have some qualitative insights to understand the user’s attitude toward the robot and the interaction. The first question is about the user’s impression of the robot itself through verbal and non-verbal behaviors. The second question is related to the user’s experience about the interaction, i.e., how it was given by the robot. The last question assessed the user’s perception of the role of the robot.

We also performed a quantitative assessment. First, we measured the user’s gaze (times, duration) during the interaction. Second, we asked users to fill in a post-interaction questionnaire including eight questions about the information given by the robot to measure the user’s performance and 24 items from the Godspeed questionnaire to access the user’s perception toward the robot i.e., anthropomorphism, animacy, likability, perceived intelligence, and perceived safety [55].

3.5. Results and Discussion

3.5.1. Technical Performance of the Re-Engagement System

In human–human storytelling, people show different levels of attention depending on many factors, e.g., background, personality, and emotion. Some people are more engaged in the story while some other people are less attentive. To demonstrate the system performance, we present two selected cases representing two main types of users, i.e., lower-engaged users and higher engaged users. In this part, we present two subsets of interactions representing these two types of users with the re-engagement ability activated (activated condition).

In both cases, when the user’s attention dropped, the system adapts to the user’s attention by applying three levels of human-like re-engagement behaviors trying to bring their attention back. Specifically, the system observes the user’s attention level to decide which level of re-engagement should be applied (Figure 4). Level 1 applies slight changes in verbal behaviors. Level 2 increases the intensity of re-engagement behaviors by adding filled pauses and changing to an emphasized (‘accented’) tone. Level 3 uses direct questions. These actions were not usually performed exactly
at the moments of attention changes. Most of the time, the robot needed to finish its current behavior (completing a speech or a gesture) before applying a certain re-engagement strategy to the upcoming behavior.

![Figure 4](image.jpg)

**Figure 4.** Robot behavior during the interaction. The robot switches from neutral behavior mode to re-engagement behavior mode according to user’s attention level.

As mentioned in the system development, the robot’s internal affective state does not merely imitate the user’s affective state but takes into account the user’s mood, emotion, and attention. Therefore, the robot still behaves as an independent and personal character. For example, when the user has a positive affective state but loses attention, the robot affect changes to a negative state to reflect its awareness of the user’s disengagement. Or when the user is still engaged in the interaction script, although the robot’s internal affective level might vary, this affect is not shown through the robot’s behaviors.

The higher-engaged user interaction subset is shown in Figure 5a, in which the user shows a high degree of attention to the story given by the robot. Most of the time, the attention level is above the threshold of level 1. Consequently, the robot mainly performs script-based behavior following the story script. When the attention level slightly dropped (a few times), the system applied the first level of re-engagement behaviors and the user’s attention quickly resumed.

![Figure 5](image2.jpg)

**Figure 5.** Subsets from two interactions. (a) Re-engagement ability deactivated. (b) Re-engagement ability activated to perform different strategies to regain the user’s attention. Three horizontal lines represent different levels of user’s attention specifically calibrated for the Pepper robot in the usability test.

The lower-engaged user interaction subset is shown in Figure 5b, in which the user lost attention at different levels. Therefore, the system tries to adapt to this by applying all three levels of re-engagement behaviors. With lower-engaged users, the time to finish the story script is longer since the system takes some time to perform re-engagement behaviors.
Although not happening with our users in the usability test, we foresee that we might rarely have very low-engaged users who constantly keep their attention values below level 3. The robot in this case will keep asking direct questions and might annoy the users. The next iteration of system development should be added with a possibility to smoothly end the storytelling instead of continuing to try to regain attention.

3.5.2. Answers to Open Questions

Since all selected users did not have prior experience with robots, most of them were highly interested in interacting with the robot. In both conditions, there was no difference in perception of the robot’s role, seven users (three plus four) considered the robot as a friend. Three other users considered the robot as a teacher, a neighbor, and a stranger. However, regarding questions about their impression and interaction experience, answers from our selected users revealed some differences between the two conditions.

Tables 1 and 2 listed all answers about the users’ impression of the robot and their interaction experience. In general, users gave quite positive responses in both conditions (e.g., nice, impressive, and gesture(s)) since they did not have prior experience interacting with robots. However, users in the activated condition commented more about human-like behavior from the re-engagement strategies of the robot (even without seeing the other condition).

**Table 1.** Users’ impression of the robot in two conditions: re-engagement deactivated and activated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impression of the Robot</th>
<th>Activated (n = 5)</th>
<th>Deactivated (n = 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U01:</td>
<td>I found it friendly and nice.</td>
<td>U06: First surprised, then a little bit depressed because I have no conversation with him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U02:</td>
<td>It was very lifelike, it was hard to remember it is a robot.</td>
<td>U07: It was really trying to impress me and I could feel his try which was wonderful. But his hand motion seems too much and didn’t permit me to focus on his speaking which I prefer he pays attention and adjusts it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U03:</td>
<td>Friendly.</td>
<td>U08: I like the hand movements and the way it looks around curiously.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U04:</td>
<td>Impressive the way to show emotions, through emotions. Nevertheless, in time the movements become somehow monotonous and predictable.</td>
<td>U09: It was nice and good gesture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U05:</td>
<td>A lively social robot with nice hand gestures.</td>
<td>U10: [No impression]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Users’ interaction experience with the robot in two conditions: re-engagement deactivated and activated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction Experience</th>
<th>Activated (n = 5)</th>
<th>Deactivated (n = 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U01:</td>
<td>I felt comfortable and I wanted to share more, and Pepper identified my reactions super fast which was surprising for me.</td>
<td>U06: Not at all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U02:</td>
<td>He asked questions and understood my responses.</td>
<td>U07: It was really unique and wonderful; but a bit monologue! it was much better if i also could speak with him and see his realtime interaction abilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U03:</td>
<td>Nice and friendly.</td>
<td>U08: Good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U04:</td>
<td>It was a pleasant experience. I would have like to interact longer.</td>
<td>U09: Responsive interaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U05:</td>
<td>It feels nice to know pepper. It enlightened me about how robots are handling social interactiveness.</td>
<td>U10: Communication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the activated condition, people mentioned that the robot is friendly, lively, and lifelike. They also realized that the robot could express emotions, identified my (user’s) reactions, understood my (user’s) response, social interactiveness. User 04 described the interaction as pleasant, and would like to interact longer with the robot.

In the deactivated condition, the users showed less impressions and commented mainly about the robot’s gestures and hand movements. User 07 mentioned that the robot gestures influenced their focus on the story, possibly because there was no awareness of the user’s attention and affective state. User 10 did not show any impression. Users also gave short and less positive answers about the interaction experience. User 06 eventually did not appreciate the interaction experience.

Since we chose a novel story to our selected users in a storytelling scenario to trigger disengagements, users felt that the robot talked more than listened in both cases. However it was mentioned more in the deactivated condition.

3.5.3. Quantitative Assessment: User’s Engagement, Performance, and Perception

We performed a between-user comparison to compare user’s engagement, performance and perception in two conditions. Table 3 summarized our results, which show some differences between the two groups of our selected users in the usability test. Results of the quantitative measures are in line with the answers of our users to the open questions (see Section 3.5.2).

| Table 3. Results of quantitative measurements between two conditions: re-engagement deactivated and activated. M, SD, and Mdn represent mean, standard deviation, and median, respectively. |
|-----------------------------------|-----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                                   | Deactivated (n = 5) | Activated (n = 5) |                |                |
|                                   | M    | SD    | Mdn   | M    | SD    | Mdn   |
| Age                               | 28   | 4.90  | 30    | 27   | 2.00  | 27    |
| Engagement Time gazing at the robot (%) | 43.04 | 29.50 | 56.28 | 63.13 | 18.30 | 57.95 |
| Each gaze duration (s)            | 17.25| 13.67 | 13.02 | 22.99| 1.84  | 23.36 |
| User’s perception                 |      |       |       |      |       |       |
| Anthropomorphism                  | 3.72 | 0.58  | 3.60  | 3.76 | 0.62  | 3.60  |
| Animacy                           | 3.47 | 0.27  | 3.33  | 4.03 | 0.43  | 4.00  |
| Likability                        | 4.24 | 0.33  | 4.20  | 4.44 | 0.43  | 4.40  |
| Perceived intelligence            | 3.88 | 0.67  | 4.0   | 4.04 | 0.59  | 4.20  |
| Perceived safety                  | 3.87 | 0.73  | 3.67  | 3.80 | 0.84  | 3.67  |

When the re-engagement ability was activated, users seemed to be more engaged in the interaction compared to when this ability was deactivated by having a higher mean time gazing at the robot (63.13% / 43.04%) and a higher mean duration of each gaze (22.99 s / 17.25 s). In this condition, users also recalled correctly more information given by the robot during interaction (45.0% / 32.5%).

The Godspeed questionnaire results show that when the re-engagement ability was activated, users perceived the robot with higher scores in animacy (4.03 / 3.47), likability (4.44 / 4.24), and perceived intelligence (4.04 / 3.88). This can be explained by the human-like behaviors and the awareness of user’s attention the robot expressed during the interaction. There was no clear difference in the other scales, i.e., anthropomorphism (3.76 / 3.72) and perceived safety (3.80 / 3.87), since the robot appearance (Pepper) and the interaction script were the same in both conditions.

Although the five-user usability engineering approach only aims at revealing system functionalities and problems, we attempted to run a non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test with continuity correction to compare the medians of our measurements. Results showed that the difference in animacy ($W = 2.5, p < 0.05$) between the two groups of our selected users is significant. Due to the small sample size of this type of usability engineering approach, a quantitative usability test with more users is required to generalize these results to a bigger population.
4. Conclusions

We proposed the development of a re-engagement system for socially interactive robots to maintain a user’s attention during human–robot interactions. The system was developed and implemented on a Pepper robot following three design principles, i.e., generating human-like behaviors, adapting robot behaviors to the user’s affective states, and obtaining a compact implementation.

We conducted a usability test with a robot storytelling scenario with two groups of selected users to investigate how people react to the system. One group interacted with the robot when the re-engagement ability was activated, and in the other group this ability was deactivated. Results of the usability test show that the system has the potential to help users achieve higher engagement and performance. As in HHI, a user’s attention in HRI strongly depends on the user’s interest and willingness to interact with the robot. Other possible influencing factors include the interaction scenario, the user’s background, and the quality of robot behavior realization. Therefore, applying different re-engagement strategies might not guarantee success in bringing the attention back to a fully engaged level, however, it will still enhance the robot’s human-likeness. Our selected users gave more positive comments for the robot with re-engagement ability on impression and interaction experience. They also gave higher scores in animacy, likability, and perceived intelligence. Our future works will focus on improving the system in iterative usability tests and applying the system on different types of users (e.g., children, and students) with various interaction scenarios.
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